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AKAKYA PLUS Series – ‘Elegance Meets Security
in Every Detail’

Experience the ultimate combination of aesthetic
appeal and safety with the AKAKYA PLUS Series.
Our premium lift-slide TIMBER doors, crafted
from the finest timber selections, bring
unparalleled luxury and adaptability to your
abode. Redefine your space with our exquisite
range designed for both grand and cozy
environments.

Product Features:
Premium Material Quality: Each door is
meticulously carved from top-grade timber,
ensuring a natural and elegant appearance.

Size Versatility: With options ranging from 2 to 11
feet in width, AKAKYA PLUS doors accommodate
any space, large or small.

Heavy-Duty Performance: Designed to support
up to 500 kilograms, these doors withstand
substantial weight without compromising on
style.

Ergonomic Handle Placement: Choose from
various handle heights for a door that not only
looks good but feels right.

Advanced Functionality:
Self-Cleaning Rollers & Adjustable Bogie Wheels:
Guaranteeing smooth operation time after time.

Soft Close Function: No more slamming doors,
just smooth, silent closure.

Night Vents: Enjoy a gentle breeze with our easy-
to-use night vents.

AEROMAT flex System: For superior indoor air
quality without compromising security.

Security Feature: Lockable handles on both inside
and outside, providing extra safety and control.

AKAKYA PLUS doors are more than an entrance;
they're a statement. Our doors are designed for
seamless integration into your smart home
ecosystem, allowing you to control access with
the push of a button. The advanced technology
ensures that your home stays well-insulated from
noise and weather, while offering an elegant,
natural look that elevates the overall design of
any room.

Embrace the future with doors that blend form
and function. The AKAKYA PLUS series isn't just
about opening and closing; it's about inviting
luxury into your home and securing it for years to
come. 

AKAKYA PLUS LIFT & SLIDE
TIMBER DOORS & WINDOWS
Product overview.
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